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Abstract
This paper describes the specification, design and development phases of two
widely used telephone services based on automatic speech recognition. The effort
spent for evaluating and tuning these services will be discussed in detail.
In developing the first service, mainly based on the recognition of “alphanumeric”
sequences, a significant part of the work consisted in refining the acoustic models.
To increase recognition accuracy we adopted algorithms and methods consolidated
in the past over broadcast news transcription tasks. A significant result shows that
the use of task specific context dependent phone models reduces the word error rate
by about 40% relative to using context independent phone models. Note that the
latter result was achieved over a small vocabulary task, significantly different from
those generally used in broadcast news transcription.
We also investigated both unsupervised and supervised training procedures. Moreover, we studied a novel partly supervised technique that allows us to select in some
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“optimal” way the speech material to manually transcribe and use for acoustic model
training. A significant result shows that the proposed procedure gives performance
close to that obtained with a completely supervised training method.
In the second service, mainly based on phrase spotting, a wide effort was devoted
to language model refinement. In particular, several types of rejection networks
were studied to detect out of vocabulary words for the given task; a major result demonstrates that using rejection networks based on a class trigram language
model reduces the word error rate from 36.7% to 11.1% with respect to using a
phone loop network. For the latter service, the benefits and related costs brought
by regular grammars, stochastic language models and mixed language models will
be also reported and discussed.
Finally, notice that most of experiments described in this paper were carried out
on field databases collected through the developed services.
Key words: Automatic telephone services, Acoustic model training,
Supervised/unsupervised/partly supervised training, Language model refinement.
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Introduction

Currently, most of the research and technology developed within the speech
recognition community is evaluated and compared on voice databases properly
designed for benchmark tests, such as the ones selected in the DARPA competitions (Young and Chase, 1998; Pallet et al., 1999; Graff, 2002; Woodland,
2002). Although this allows us to measure the effectiveness of new models and
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algorithms in the field of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), very little
work has been published on determining the same effectiveness upon data collected by means of real telephone services; as far as we know, extensive tests
have been published only on the “How May I Help You” service, developed
by AT&T (Gorin et al., 1997). Actually, most of the applications required
by the telephone market do not face tasks similar to the DARPA ones (e.g.,
broadcast news transcriptions, spontaneous dialog transcriptions, etc.); more
often, tasks accomplished by automatic services are much simpler, such as
recognizing, or spotting, a small number of words or sentences. Nevertheless,
speech recognition “accuracy” and “robustness” with respect to system input
variabilities, caused by e.g., user behaviors, background noise, transmission
channel distortion, etc., are crucial requirements of field services.
This paper discusses the effort spent to design and refine two widely used
telephone services, and gives the corresponding performance.
The first one of these two services (see section 2.1.1 for a detailed description)
is mainly based on the recognition of “alpha-digits”: the effectiveness of some
technologies, mostly derived from broadcast news transcription tasks, will be
demonstrated upon field data collected with the service itself. More specifically, both the benefits and costs provided by a “partly supervised” training
method (Facco et al., 2004), as well as by the use of context dependent phone
models (Young et al., 1994), will be reported and discussed.
In the past, “lightly supervised” training was investigated (Lamel et al., 2001a,
2000, 2002) using close, but not exact, transcriptions of speech data. Using
the procedure described in Lamel et al. (2001a), the authors concluded that
“recognition results obtained with acoustic models trained on large quantities
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of automatically annotated data are comparable (under 10% relative increase
in the word error rate) to results with acoustic models trained on large quantities of data with detailed manual transcriptions”. The same authors (Lamel
et al., 2001b) also proposed a technique to adapt a general purpose acoustic
model to task specific data.
In other works, Kamm and Meyer (Kamm and Meyer, 2001, 2004) investigated
a method based on a simplified version of the boosting technique (Freund and
Schapire, 1997) which allows us to iteratively select from a speech database,
that was entirely transcribed, the subset corresponding to the highest word
error rate. The authors, after having retrained on this subset, measured a
decrease in the relative word error rate of 8.7% using only 35% of the available
data; in the same studies, they suggest applying the method for selecting the
data to transcribe from a given untranscribed database.
The procedure proposed in this paper (see section 3.2) uses rejection networks
to discard, from a given speech database, the “less useful” set of files. The part
of data that is retained is then employed, similarly to (Kamm and Meyer, 2001,
2004), to train acoustic models in both an unsupervised and supervised way.
A major result indicates that the employment of the procedure in a “partly
supervised” fashion, i.e. transcribing manually a small, carefully selected part
of a task specific database and training over it, allows the system to achieve
performance comparable with that obtained using a “completely supervised”
method, which requires a much larger manual transcription effort.
Although context dependent phone models proved to be effective for large vocabulary recognition tasks (Odell, 1995; Young et al., 1994; Woodland, 2002),
there is no clear evidence about their effectiveness over small vocabulary tasks.
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Therefore, we carried out experiments using data acquired with the developed
telephone service, measuring a significant performance improvement when context dependent models are used to recognize an alpha-digit task.
The second investigated service is a voice portal mainly based on “phrase
spotting”. This service has to handle a simple dialog interaction with callers,
asking for the desired information and for the related confirmations. Even
if the task is simple, the design of such an application is rather critical and
requires particular care both in defining the voice prompts and in designing
the speech recognition grammars. For instance, during the development of a
different service in the past years (Falavigna and Gretter, 1997), we observed
that user answers to the voice prompt “say yes or no” were strictly “yes” or
“no” only in 44% of the cases. This percentage rose to 67% when the voice
prompt was changed to “say clearly yes or no”.
At present, there are no commonly accepted methods to design dialog applications. The design process often consists in defining a set of goals for a given
application domain, and in implementing a “dialog strategy”, mainly specified
by a set of rules aimed at achieving the goals. Examples of rules that define
a dialog strategy are activation of voice recognition grammars, activation of
voice prompts, retrieval of information from databases, etc.
Although encouraging, the results based on probability theory (Puterman,
1994) to estimate the dialog strategy, obtained in recent works (Levin et al.,
2000; Young, 2002; He and Young, 2003), are still premature to be used to develop real applications. Therefore, to design the above mentioned voice portal
application, we decided to use the “frame based” approach reported in (Falavigna and Gretter, 1998). Actually, our experience suggests that, from a purely
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practical point of view, the rapid and successful development of dialog applications still relies on the use of modular architectures, based on components
easily reusable across different domains. For example, basic speech recognition
grammars, such as “dates”, “hours”, “name entities”, “numbers”, “amounts”,
etc., can be exploited for accomplishing elementary subgoals in different application domains. Furthermore, dialog models similar to the one we adopted
allowed researchers to develop several successful prototype systems in the past
(Levin and Pieraccini, 1995; Ward and Issar, 1995; Zue and et al., 2000), as
well as some real services (Harald and Schroer, 1998).
The main features of the dialog engine used in this work are summarized
below.
The mixed language model proposed in (Falavigna et al., 2000) makes it possible to improve grammar effectiveness and portability, as well as to discard
phrases not covered by speech recognition grammars e.g., by means of rejection networks or confidence measures (Gretter and Riccardi, 2001). As a
matter of fact, the relative word error rate was reduced by more than 50%
using a trigram language model to design the rejection networks employed in
the voice portal service.
The capability of recognizing speech during a voice message playback (bargein) adds flexibility to services.
In the same way, the ability to detect and possibly correct errors (Orlandi
et al., 2003a) improves both robustness and flexibility.
This paper is organized as follows. The telephone architecture, together with
the service specifications and design, is described in section 2. Acoustic and
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language models, together with procedures and algorithms utilized for their
training and/or refinement, are described in section 3. Experiments and results, obtained on field speech databases collected during the use of the services
themselves, are reported in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Telephone infrastructure and service design

The system manages speech interactions during communications by means of
both a multi-client and a multi-server architecture. The telephone infrastructure is formed by the telephone front-end, consisting of some commercially
available telephone boards, one or more speech servers and the enterprise
back-end. The telephone front-end manages the user interface. Speech servers
perform ASR and Text-To-Speech (TTS) functions. The enterprise back-end
hosts database and legacy applications. Speech resources can be concurrently
accessed by several client applications located on one or more platforms. Resource allocation is controlled by a centralized manager, implementing load
balancing algorithms, and providing redundancy mechanisms for achieving
high availability and scalability. Other main features are barge-in capability
and VoiceXML support.

2.1 Service specifications

The two telephone services examined here are (1) a speech IVR application,
delivered by Automobile Club Italia (ACI), used for the automatic payment
of the road tax; and (2) a banking voice portal, delivered by Unicredit bank,
used for accessing some existing customer services. The former has mainly to
7

deal with the recognition of utterances consisting of alphanumeric sequences:
in order to reach a satisfactory level of performance on this task, a significant
effort was devoted to refine the acoustic models. In the latter service, as the
user is allowed to freely formulate her/his request, a word spotting system was
implemented which needed improved filler models.

2.1.1 ACI service
In the ACI service most of the information (e.g., menu choices, confirmations,
dates, credit card numbers, etc.) has to be provided in DTMF mode, with the
exception of the car plate, which is alphanumeric. At first, users are invited
to freely pronounce the numbers and letters of their car plates and, in case of
recognition errors, they are asked to use city names. After three consecutive
errors, users are transferred to a human agent. Some examples of car plates
(plate patterns are different for cars, motorbikes, etc.) are:
“Milano one B as Bologna two three four five”,
“M I one two three four five B”,
“Trento one two three four five”,
“A B one two three C D”,
“A as Ancona B as Bologna one hundred twenty three C as Catania D”,
etc.
In addition, speech recognition grammars can take into account some expressions such as: “hello”, “good morning”, “the plate number is ...”, “my plate is
...”, etc. Currently this service can automatically manage about 50% of the
incoming calls.
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speech

#sentences

#words

source

37 h

51410

187031

various

ACI train (TS)

18 h, 14 min

10472

61967

field

ACI dev (DS)

13 min

146

1035

field

ACI test

46 min

400

2892

field

Unicredit

40 min

887

2486

trials

Baseline (BL)

Table 1
Sizes of the speech databases used in the paper.

With this service it was possible to initially collect about 4 hours of telephone
calls. This material was automatically transcribed and used to refine speech
recognition grammars, particularly for improving the application domain coverage. Successively, quite a large number of field interactions (about 20 hours)
was recorded and divided into training, development and test sets as reported
in Table 1.

Table 1 (first row) reports also the data related to the database used to train
our standard telephone acoustic models. It stems from various sources and
includes about 37 hours of speech. It contains (Falavigna and Gretter, 1997)
phonetically rich sentences, confirmation utterances, alpha-letters, digits and
the telephonic part of a large broadcast news database (Federico, 2000). About
16 hours of the whole set are the telephonic filtered version of 16 kHz speech
acquired in a quiet environment. For this database, manual transcriptions of
all utterances are available.
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2.1.2 Unicredit service
The Unicredit voice portal allows users to obtain information on bank products and services, retrieve investment funds quotations, learn the balance of
their current accounts, ask for a fax containing the list of recent transactions,
check the status of their orders, manage their access credentials and stop their
credit cards. For this service, examples of possible user utterances are:
“I want a fax with the investment funds quotation”,
“I need the balance of my account”,
“Tell me the quotation of Tiscali”,
“I want to listen to the list of my last 10 transactions”,
etc.
Initially, only a small set of sentences (887 in total, about 40 minutes of speech)
was collected from trials carried out by 20 bank employees. This material,
also given in Table 1, was used to build and refine grammars for different
word spotting solutions, using the k-fold cross validation technique described
in section 4.2. Since a satisfactory performance level was reached before the
service went in the production phase, only few refinements were performed on
the field.

2.2 Definition of the voice interface

In both services described above, the design of the Voice User Interface (VUI)
has required not only traditional system analysis and software development
skills but also the specialized skills of linguists, speech scientists, human factors specialists and business process analysts. Relying on these skills, we ap10

proached the task of producing both speech applications from the point of view
of the traditional software development life cycle. After an accurate analysis
of the requirements, we defined interactive dialogs taking into account user
logic, rather than application design logic. In the implementation phase, we
created user friendly messages, to be pronounced by the system through a
TTS, with regards to the call flow. The application test was divided in two
parts: user testing and pilot assessment. For user testing, we asked a small,
selected group of subjects (about 20 people) to use the service: the behavior and feedback gathered from these subjects provided key information for
validating the accuracy of the dialog. For pilot assessment, we tested the application on a broader basis in a real-life situation. This phase is essential to
guarantee a good level of user satisfaction. Statistical analysis of the collected
audio traces (see section 4) provides suggestions for final tuning before the
production phase. After final deployment, the maintenance of the application
completes the project cycle. Since even a small modification may significantly
affect the usability of the service, any modification will have to be validated
in order to assure the initial “ear and feel” design to users. The main difficulties we met during the deployment of the services concerned the usability
test, i.e. the process by which we evaluate the effectiveness of the VUI by
validating the clarity of voice prompts and the domain coverage provided by
speech recognition grammars. The usability test proved to be time consuming
and expensive, since the application has to match the requirements, especially
when the result implies to change prompts, grammars, or dialog strategies.

Another critical aspect of the VUI design concerns the capability to take into
account “user experience”. Actually, experienced users needs less information
(e.g., more concise voice prompts), from the service, than new or infrequent
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users while, at the same time, they learn to utter sentences that are covered by
speech recognition grammars. As a consequence, the adopted dialog strategies
should adapt to the level of user experience, otherwise the dialog success rate
could be worse than expected, even after several grammar refinement steps.
We especially observed this fact immediately after the release of the service.

3

Acoustic and language models

Context Independent (CI) phone models were used in both services mentioned
above, while in the ACI service Context Dependent (CD) models were also
exploited and evaluated. The language models consist of a combination of
both stochastic and regular grammars (Falavigna et al., 2000).

3.1 Acoustic models

Acoustic phone models are defined by means of three-state left-to-right Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) (Rabiner, 1989), having output densities defined by
mixtures of Gaussian densities with diagonal covariance matrices.
The observation vectors are obtained through short term spectral analysis,
carried out at a frame rate of 10 ms.
For each 20 ms speech frame, resulting after the application of preemphasis and Hamming window, 12 linear prediction cepstral coefficients, plus the
frame log-energy, are evaluated. In addition, to compensate for the distortion introduced by the telephone channel, cepstral mean subtraction (Furui,
1981) is performed over a sliding window of 1 sec (100 frames). At the same
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time, the maximum log-energy value, inside the 1 sec normalization window,
is subtracted to the log-energy of the current analyzed frame. Finally, the first
and second order time derivatives of both cepstral and energy parameters are
evaluated and inserted into a 39-component feature vector. Time derivatives
are estimated applying first and second order regressions to windows formed
by 5 and 7 frames, respectively.
All the telephone utterances contain head and tail silences having durations
of 200 ms and 1 sec, respectively. This is due to the behavior of the endpoint
detection algorithm applied to the telephone signal before being sent to the
recognizer. The algorithm (Orlandi et al., 2003b), which make use of a dynamic
energy threshold, allows the system to add a programmable number of signal
frames before and after the detected speech boundaries.
Context Independent (CI) models correspond to a “generalized” set of phone
units (92 in total), which includes word dependent phone models for digits and
confirmations; specific models for background noise, breath and hesitations are
also employed.
Context Dependent (CD) models correspond to a set of word independent
triphone units. Initially, a set of single Gaussian models is trained for all
triphones having a number of occurrences in the training database exceeding
a certain threshold. Experiments carried out on the transcription of an Italian
broadcast news corpus (Federico, 2000) suggested that 5 was an optimal value
for this threshold. If the number of occurrences of a triphone is lower than
the threshold, then that triphone model is substituted by a “back-off” model,
which can be either a diphone or a generalized phone model, selected according
to the same criterion of exhibiting a number of occurrences greater than 5 in
13

the training database. Then, an “optimal” tying among the triphone states is
found using a Phonetic binary Decision Tree (PDT) (Young et al., 1994).
The PDT construction algorithm is similar to the one reported in (Odell,
1995; Young et al., 1994). The leaves of the PDT define clusters that contain
triphone states (tied states) sharing a common output mixture density. To
estimate the number of training frames that align with the PDT nodes, we
use the Baum-Welch density counters of an initial untied HMM set. Hence,
to achieve robust estimates of the triphone densities we only generate PDT
nodes whose frame occupancy exceeds a given threshold (the latter will be
referred henceforth as minimum occupancy threshold). Note that during the
PDT construction we do not perform any realignment with the training data.
In Figure 1 Word Accuracy (WA) is plotted as a function of the total number
of tied states in the CD model sets used for recognizing the ACI development
set (see Table 1 for its definition). In the Figure, the different curves correspond
to sets of triphones having the same given number of output densities.
To vary the numbers of tied states in the CD models of Figure 1, several triphone sets have been initialized using PDTs estimated with different minimum
occupancy thresholds. Then, a number of Baum-Welch learning iterations has
been carried out for each set of triphones and, before starting a learning iteration, the densities with the largest accumulated Baum-Welch counters have
been split (i.e. two densities are artificially derived from each given density)
till reaching the desired overall number of output densities.
To train the models of Figure 1 we used BL ∪ TS, i.e. the union of the
baseline task independent database BL, defined in Table 1, and of the task
specific training database TS, also defined in Table 1.
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%WA


95.80



37496

50000

95.60
95.40
95.20
95.00
94.80
94.60
94.40

20000

94.20
94.00
93.80

10000

93.60
93.40
93.20
5000

93.00
92.80
92.60
92.40
92.20

nstates
5

1e+03

2

5

1e+04

2

Fig. 1. Performance obtained with different sets of CD models on the ACI development speech database (DS). Word Accuracy (vertical axis) is plotted against total
number of tied states (horizontal axis, on a log scale) for different numbers of output
probability densities. The black square corresponds to the CD model set used in the
experiments reported in section 4.

As one can expect, ASR performance depends on both the total number of
HMM states and the number of densities and, in general, over a certain value of
HMM states (around 1500 in the Figure), WA increases as the total number of
trainable parameters (i.e. approximately the number of Gaussian parameters)
increases. However, models exhibiting higher numbers of densities require more
states to become effective: in fact, a reduced number of states increases the
level of density tying in the models. Furthermore, we observe a generalized
performance decrease at increasing number of tied states. This indicates that
a minimum number of densities is necessary to achieve accurate modeling of
acoustic spaces characterized by high state resolutions (note that the number
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of output densities, in the various model sets, must be necessarily greater than
the number of tied states).
To design the acoustic models used in the experiments reported in section 4,
we took advantage of experience gained from an Italian broadcast news transcription task afforded in the past (Federico, 2000). We selected 9541 triphone
models, each occurring more than 5 times in the training database. Then, we
determined 4986 tied states using a PDT with minimum occupancy threshold
equal to 1000. The latter value is considered sufficient to robustly estimate
8 Gaussian densities per state, starting from a single Gaussian mixture and
applying 3 successive splits. The number of output densities at the end of the
training phase was 37496 (note that output densities having a total variance
below a given threshold were pruned).
With this last set of CD models a WA of 95.8% (this performance is also
shown, as a black square, in Figure 1) was obtained on the development set of
the ACI task. Note that to draw the curves of Figure 1, where a predefined
number of densities was forced, a different allocation method was used. On
the same task the CI model set (formed by 92 models, 427 states and 3724
output densities), trained on BL ∪ TS, gives 92.5% WA.

Models

#mod

#distrs

MBytes

secs

CI

92

3724

2.4

104

CD

9541

37496

27

996

Table 2
Memory and computation requirements for CI and CD models. The evaluation was
carried out on the ACI development set.
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It is worth noticing the additional memory and computation requirements
of the CD models with respect to the CI ones. Table 2 gives the number of
models (#mod), number of densities (#distrs), the corresponding memory
occupation (in megabytes) and computation time (in seconds) for decoding
the whole development set of the ACI task.
As can be seen from Table 2, there is about one order of magnitude between CI
and CD models complexities. For a given dimension of the telephone platform,
basically depending on the number of telephone lines, the employment of CD
models requires augmenting the the computational resources by a factor of
almost 10. Figure 1 also suggests that the choice of CD model size is an
engineering tradeoff between computational expense and recognition accuracy.

3.2 Acoustic training exploiting task specific data

We investigated the possibility to adapt, in a completely unsupervised way (or
with a small manual effort), the general purpose CI models to the specific task.
We developed an automatic selection algorithm in order to find an “optimal”
(in a way to be specified) subset of task specific data to be added to the baseline
database with the purpose of training models. The chosen optimality criterion
was to minimize the Word Error Rate (WER); alternatively, the Sentence
Error Rate (SER) could be used. The core of the algorithm lies in the use of
rejection grammars; alternatively, confidence measures (Gretter and Riccardi,
2001) could be exploited. A recognition step is carried out on a set of task
specific data by putting a rejection network in parallel with the recognition
grammar. This allows us to discard a number, N S, of speech segments, Os ,
1 ≤ s ≤ N S, exhibiting a probability ratio value
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P [rej|Os ]
P [rec|Os ]

> 1, where rej

and rec are rejection and recognition grammars, respectively. Note that the
rate of the discarded segments can be controlled by varying the value of the
language model probability assigned to the rejection network itself (the higher
this value, the higher the number of discarded segments). Then, a training
phase is performed using the retained material and the WER is evaluated on
a separate development set. This process can be iterated as explained below.

Let us define the following quantities: BL the baseline (task independent)
training set, MBL the baseline acoustic model set, TS (see Table 1 for its
definition) the initial task specific training set, DS a task specific development
set, Mi the acoustic model set used at ith step, TSi the task specific training
set at step i, TRi the speech data rejected at step i and W ER[Mi , DS] the
word error rate obtained on DS using acoustic models Mi . The completely
unsupervised training algorithm proceeds according to the following steps.

(1) set i = 0; set Mi = MBL ; set TSi = TS; set TRi =

;

(2) evaluate W ER[Mi , DS];
(3) transcribe TSi using Mi ;
(4) train Mi+1 using BL ∪ TSi ;
(5) evaluate W ER[Mi+1 , DS];
(6) increase the probability of the ‘‘rejection’’ network
in the language model;
(7) put each sentence of TSi either in TSi+1 or in TRi+1 ,
depending on its probability ratio;
(8) if W ER[Mi+1 , DS] > W ER[Mi , DS]
then return with Mi , TSi ;
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else set i = i + 1; goto (3).
Note that determining the rejection network probability is somewhat task
dependent, although not critical.
The other method we investigated for model training requires manual transcription of a set of data, TR, derived in some “useful” way (see section 4.1.2
for the details) from the rejected sets TRi , 1 ≤ i ≤ I, defined above, where
I represents the total number of iterations run. Then, a training step is performed over the set BL ∪ TR, using the available manual transcriptions. This
technique has been called partly supervised training.
Finally, the completely supervised method requires manual transcription
of the whole set TS and training over BL ∪ TS using all the available manual
transcriptions.

3.3 Language models

The language models adopted in the services are based on Recurrent Transition Networks (RTNs) (Brugnara and Federico, 1997; Demori, 1998). RTNs
are Finite State Networks (FSNs) whose transitions can be either terminal
symbols or links (also recursive) to other FSNs, enriched with syntactic or
semantic labels. In terms of expressive power, RTNs are equivalent to context
free grammars. Since the decoding step of a speech utterance can backtrack
both the FSNs, with their associated labels, and the words along the best
path in the search space, the recognized string consists of a mix of words
and syntactic (or semantic) labels. Different types of RTNs are available, exhibiting increasing complexity, for example lists of words or phrases, regular
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expressions and stochastic language models (bigrams or trigrams). Even filler
models (either phone or word loops), used in word spotting applications, can
be considered RTNs.
As an example, the following “regular expressions” define two RTNs that allow
the system to recognize car plates in two different formats, called “old plate”
and “new plate”.
alpha

a|b|c|...|x|y|z

digit

0|1|2|...|7|8|9

city

ancona|bologna|...|milano|...|roma|...|venezia

old_plate city:CITY (alpha:A1|digit:D1) (alpha:A2|digit:D2)
digit:D3 digit:D4 digit:D5 (alpha:A6|digit:D6)
new_plate alpha:A1 alpha:A2 digit:D1 digit:D2 digit:D3
alpha:A3 alpha:A4
In the definitions above, symbol “|” indicates alternatives; semantic labels,
when given, follow colons. RTNs defined in the example above can, in turn,
be used to form the network shown in Figure 2, which was employed in the
ACI service for recognizing the plate sentences.

A possible output for a given utterance (e.g., “my car plate is a b 1 2 3
c d”) recognized with the grammar ACI in Figure 2 is:
my car plate is (NPLATE( (A1( a )A1) (A2( b )A2) (D1( 1 )D1)
(D2( 2 )D2) (D3( 3 )D3) (A3( c )A3) (A4( d )A4) )NPLATE)

The example above can be interpreted as a parse tree, where semantic labels
are surrounded by pairs of round brackets. Words outside semantic labels do
20

greetings

my_plate_is

old_plate
lab: OPLATE

ACI
phone_loop
penalty: 0.5

new_plate
lab: NPLATE

garbage_word_list
penalty: 0.6

Fig. 2. A composite RTN, in graphical form. Boxes represent links to other RTNs,
semantic labels follow the symbol lab:, penalties allow the system to control the
rejection rate. Where not explicitly indicated, the value of the penalty is zero.

not carry useful information and can be discarded.

The rejection of a sentence occurs when the best path crosses one of the RTNs
indicated in Figure 2 as phone loop or garbage word list; the rejection rate can
be controlled by modifying the values of the penalties associated to these last
two networks.

3.3.1 ACI language model

In the ACI service a set of 118 hand crafted RTNs was employed, covering
all possible plate formats (cars, motorbikes, etc.) and allowing users to express alpha-letters in different ways (the whole vocabulary of the ACI service
consists of 287 words). For instance, the alpha-letters “a” and “b” can be recognized through the two RTNs shown in Figure 3. First, these grammars were
built using a-priori knowledge, then they were refined by looking at the first 4
hours of speech collected with the service (see subsection 2.1.1). Development,
test and training data were collected later.
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a

come (like)
di (as)

alessandria
agrigento
ancona
...
avellino

come (like)
di (as)

bari
bergamo
bologna
...
brindisi

alpha_a
a

bi
alpha_b
bi

Fig. 3. RTNs used to recognize the alpha-letters “a” and “b”. Grey boxes contain
terminal words.

3.3.2 Unicredit language model

The Unicredit task is basically a phrase spotting task; the number of phrases
to spot, according to the used RTNs, is 273. Of these, 145 are composed by a
single word, 88 by a couple of words and the remaining 40 by 3 to 5 words.
The total number of different words to spot is 270, while the total number of
words of the application, referred in the final grammar, is 861. A certain number of basic RTNs were defined for handling the semantic information and, in
addition, some filler grammars and several main grammars were designed for
a total of 104 RTNs. All the main grammars share the same topological structure: a loop of alternatives formed by semantic RTNs and filler RTNs. Filler
grammars were designed in order to minimize the WER over the sentences collected in the initial development phase (see Table 1). Due to the small amount
of available data, a k-fold cross validation technique for WER evaluation was
used. Note that the “top level” main grammar may be either stochastic or
hand crafted, and links the other semantic grammars as previously seen. For
instance, sentences like:
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I

want to

listen to

the list

of

my last

transactions tell me the quotation of Tiscali

are processed by the recognizer working in text mode to obtain:
I want (VOICE( to listen to )VOICE) the list of my last
(TRANS( transactions )TRANS)
(VOICE( tell me )VOICE) the quotation of (QUOT( Tiscali )QUOT)

which easily becomes:
I want VOICE the list of my last TRANS
VOICE the quotation for QUOT

which is finally used to train a class trigram language model (Brown et al.,
1992), where VOICE, TRANS and QUOT are not words but links to RTNs. Note
that terminal symbols (i.e. words) not surrounded by semantic labels only
contribute to the estimation of filler grammars.

4

Experiments and results

The experiments reported in this section were conducted on both the ACI
and Unicredit tasks. In both cases the CI acoustic model set, trained on the
baseline task independent database BL, was used as starting point. On the
ACI task the baseline CI models were trained over baseline plus task specific
data according to the procedures described in section 3.2; on the Unicredit
task only the language model effects were investigated.
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4.1 ACI task

On this task, the completely unsupervised and partly supervised training procedures were applied to the baseline CI model set. Successively, comparisons
were drawn with corresponding sets of CD models trained on the resulting
task-specific database partitions.

4.1.1 Completely unsupervised training
The completely unsupervised training algorithm, described in section 3.2, was
applied to the set TS defined in Table 1. The database partition resulting at
the end of the process is shown in Figure 4. Four iterations of the unsupervised training procedure were run (the stop condition of the algorithm was
determined using the ACI development set, also defined in Table 1), giving
subsets TS1 (16 h), TS2 (13.7 h), TS3 (11.2 h) and TS4 (9.7 h).

18.2 h TR1 2.2 h
16.0 h TR2 2.3 h
13.7 h TR3 2.5 h
1.5 h
11.2 h TR4
9.7 h
TS

TS 1

TS 2

TS 3

TS 4

Fig. 4. Automatic selection of task specific subsets.

The baseline CI model set was successively trained using BL plus the task
specific databases TS, TS1 , . . ., TS4 . Results obtained on both the ACI
development and test sets are given in Table 3.
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Training

Dev:WER

Dev:SER

Test:WER

Test:SER

BL

11.0%

45.2%

14.7%

45.8%

BL ∪ TS(18.2h)

9.6%

39.7%

13.3%

43.5%

BL ∪ TS1 (16.0h)

9.5%

37.0%

11.5%

38.0%

BL ∪ TS2 (13.7h)

9.3%

35.6%

11.3%

38.0%

BL ∪ TS3 (11.2h)

8.8%

34.9%

11.3%

37.3%

BL ∪ TS4 (9.7h)

9.0%

34.9%

11.6%

38.0%

Table 3
WER and SER obtained on the ACI task using completely unsupervised training; best results are given in bold. The context independent HMMs have been used.

Note that best performance (shown in bold in Table 3) was obtained training
over the set BL ∪ TS3 . Note also the benefit brought by the proposed completely unsupervised training procedure (from 14.7% WER to 11.3% WER,
about 20% relative WER reduction).

4.1.2 Partly supervised training
The basic principle underlying the partly supervised training procedure consists in determining a method for selecting from TS a “useful” set of speech
files to manually transcribe and use for training. The criterion that we adopted
for obtaining this subset was to remove, from TS, as many sentences (or parts
of sentences) as possible that are either correctly recognized or that do not contain alphanumeric sentences. Instead, we want to retain a significant number
of alphanumeric sentences that are not correctly recognized. To this purpose
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we analyzed a small number of sentences (the first 50 sentences, in chronological order) taken from every subset TRi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, of Figure 4, according to
the following four classes:
• P+: plates correctly recognized;
• P−: plates with at least one recognition error;
• C : speech out of context (non plates);
• R : background noise only.
set

P+

P−

C

R

TR1

5

21

14

10

TR2

5

44

1

0

TR3

13

36

1

0

TR4

24

26

0

0

Table 4
Classification of 50 sentences belonging to the rejected subsets TR i .

The distribution of the content of the analyzed sentences, according to the
classes defined above, is shown In Table 4. Note that TR4 contains only alphanumeric sequences, half of which were correctly recognized. TR1 contains
a higher percentage of wrongly recognized plates, as well as a high percentage of “non-plates” sentences. Both TR2 and TR3 exhibit high error rate
and contain few “non-plates” data, hence they appear to be the most suitable
material to manually transcribe for the partly supervised training step. As a
consequence, TR2 and TR3 were manually transcribed and renamed TRmt .
After having trained on BL ∪ TRmt (TRmt is formed by 4.8 hours speech) we
obtained the results given in the first row of Table 5.
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Training

Dev:WER

Dev:SER

Test:WER

Test:SER

BL ∪ TRmt (4.8h)

7.9%

33.6%

9.0%

31.2%

BL ∪ TRmt ∪TS3

7.5%

32.9%

9.4%

33.8%

Table 5
WER and SER obtained on the ACI task with partly supervised training. The
context independent HMMs have been used.

A comparison of the results given in Table 5 (first row) with those reported
in Table 3 (fifth row), related to the completely unsupervised method, clearly
shows the effectiveness of the proposed procedure: on the test set WER decreased from 11.3% to 9.0%, with a further relative reduction of about 20%.
We also tested the effect of adding the completely unsupervised (automatically
transcribed) database TS3 to BL ∪ TRmt , i.e. we trained on BL ∪ TRmt ∪TS3 .
The resulting performance, which is very close to the the previous one, is shown
in the second row of Table 5.

4.1.3 Context independent vs. context dependent models
The database partitions resulting from the application of the completely unsupervised and partly supervised procedures were used to train the set of CD
units defined in section 3.1 (Table 2). In addition, a completely supervised
training step was carried out for both CI and CD model sets, using BL ∪ TS,
where all the manual transcriptions of TS are available. Performance is given
in Table 6. For convenience, in the same Table, performance related to CI
models are also shown.

From Table 6 we notice two main results.
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Training

Models

Test: WER

Test: SER

completely supervised (BL ∪ TS)

CI

8.7%

30.5%

partly supervised (BL ∪ TRmt )

CI

9.0%

31.2%

completely unsupervised (BL ∪ TS3 )

CI

11.3%

37.3%

completely supervised (BL ∪ TS)

CD

5.7%

27.5%

partly supervised (BL ∪ TRmt )

CD

6.9%

32.2%

completely unsupervised (BL ∪ TS3 )

CD

7.7%

37.5%

Table 6
Performance obtained on the ACI test set using both context independent and context dependent HMMs. The three different training procedures are compared.

The first one refers to the improvement achieved with CD models (5.7%) with
respect to CI ones (8.7%): 50% relative WER reduction in case of completely
supervised training. This WER decrease is similar to that obtained on different
tasks reported in the literature (Odell, 1995; Young et al., 1994; Lamel et al.,
2001a).

The second important result shows that the partly supervised training method
gives performance close to that furnished by the completely supervised procedure. This is particularly evident for the CI model sets (compare first row
of Table 6, 8.7% WER, with second row, 9.0% WER). However, it is worth
noticing the much smaller size of the manually transcribed training set TRmt
(4.8h), used in partly supervised training, with respect to the size of the whole
database TS (18.2h), used in completely supervised training.
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4.1.4 Discussion
When using unsupervised training, three issues have to be considered.
The first one refers to the size of the training material: the more the data, the
better the improvement.
The second issue concerns the quality of the transcriptions: if the data contain
a low percentage of transcription errors, training will improve acoustic models;
but, as this percentage grows, the resulting models will tend to learn errors
and finally to diverge, lowering the recognition performance.
The third issue concerns the real efficacy of the information carried by the
correctly recognized sentences. Intuitively, the information carried by such
sentences is already known by the system. Instead, wrongly recognized sentences - if correctly labeled - carry some new information and hence could be
more effective.
The results obtained with completely unsupervised training can be explained
following the line of reasoning behind the first two issues above. This technique
does indeed allow the system to reach a reasonable compromise between the
quantity and the quality of the training data.
In the case of partly supervised training the best compromise can be reached,
since only the data carrying “new” information are retained (i.e. the sentences
that are not correctly recognized), while training is carried out employing the
corresponding correct manual transcriptions. We observe that the relative difference between WER provided by partly supervised and completely supervised training methods is lower for CI models (9.0% vs. 8.7%, in Table 6) than
for CD models (6.9% vs. 5.7%); this is probably due to the fact that the quan29

tity of supervised training data (i.e. the size of the database TRmt ) is small
with respect to the increased number of statistical parameters to estimate for
CD models.
Finally, we point out that in some systems implementing completely supervised training, sentences that fail to align against their transcription for a
given width of the beam search are discarded. This resembles in some sense
the rationale of the first step of our unsupervised training procedure, in which
rejected sentences are discarded.

4.2 Unicredit task

As mentioned above, experiments carried out on this task used the baseline
CI acoustic models defined in section 3.1.
Users of Unicredit service (see section 3.3), instead of being presented a long
menu, are invited to freely ask for the desired information.
To extract only the semantically relevant information from input utterances
of the Unicredit service, either word or phrase spotting is performed. This is
done through an “optimal” use of rejection grammars.
Analogously to the ACI task, an initial set of sentences (887 in total, about
39.4 minutes of speech) was collected from trials carried out by 20 bank employees. All the test sentences were manually transcribed at both the orthographic and semantic levels. For instance, the sentence “I want to listen to
the list of last transactions” contains the two semantic tokens: (VOICE(
to listen to )VOICE) and (TRANS( transactions )TRANS). The remaining
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words (i.e. “I want” and “the list of last”) must be rejected.
The whole test set contains 2486 words (2.8 words per sentence, on average)
and 769 semantic units. Before starting the acquisitions, a grammar was designed using only a-priori domain knowledge. This initial grammar consisted of
a loop of all the phrases to spot, mixed with a generic rejection grammar. We
noticed that 265 of the test sentences (29.9%) were covered by the grammar
itself; the remaining 622 sentences (70.1%) were out of the grammar coverage
and, therefore, need to be totally or partially rejected. Consequently, we defined several rejection grammars to be used in opposition with the phrases to
spot, with the purpose of balancing the number of false alarms and recognition errors on the test set. Furthermore, since the test database is quite small,
a k-fold cross validation technique, using k = 4, was adopted, consisting in
splitting the test sentences into 4 subsets of equal size. Three subsets were
used as development set for estimating grammar parameters (e.g., garbage
word lists, rejection probabilities, stochastic language models), and the other
(test set) for measuring performance. In successive steps, each subset became
in turn the test set while the others formed the development set; in this way,
the overall performance can be evaluated exploiting the whole database.
The resulting performance, expressed in terms of semantic errors, is shown in
Table 7. In the Table, #SER and #WER represent sentence error rate and
word error rate; #Err is the total number of semantic errors, #D+#I+#S
give the number of semantic deletion, insertion and substitution errors, respectively.

The baseline rejection grammar (first row in Table 7) simply consists of a
phone loop. To reduce the number of insertion errors (223) provided by this
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Rejection grammar

SER

WER

#Err

#D+#I+#S

phone loop

27.4%

36.7%

282

(34+223+25)

tuned phone loop

20.6%

26.5%

204

(57+124+23)

garbage lexicon

13.7%

17.4%

134

(50+63+21)

garbage unigrams

12.9%

16.2%

125

(46+58+21)

bigrams

9.1%

12.9%

99

(27+54+18)

trigrams

8.0%

11.1%

85

(27+42+16)

Table 7
Performance obtained on the Unicredit test set using different rejection grammars.
The baseline context independent HMMs have been used.

grammar, we estimated an optimal penalty to be added to the overall loglikelihood, evaluated during the Viterbi search, before entering the rejection
network. As a result, WER decreased from 36.7% to 26.5% (second row in
Table 7). To further improve system performance, we built a garbage lexicon containing all the words in the development sets not belonging to valid
sentences. This grammar was again put in competition with the other two
grammars, enabling the recognition of any combination of valid phrases, rejected phones and garbage words. This reduced WER to 17.4% (third row in
Table 7). A further - albeit small - WER improvement was achieved (16.2%,
fourth row in Table 7) by adding unigram probabilities to the garbage lexicon.
In the last two experiments, we processed the sentences in the development
sets in order to estimate a bigram / trigram language model, as explained
in section 3.3.2. These training data allow us building stochastic grammars
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that include both words and semantic classes. Due to the limited size of the
training material, the language model probabilities were smoothed using the
shift-beta method without threshold, i.e. all bigrams / trigrams were retained
(Bertoldi and Federico, 2004). Despite the very small training data, best WER
performance (12.9% and 11.1% for bigrams and trigrams, respectively) was
obtained with this approach.
Note that in terms of relative WER, the most notable improvements come from
the use of the garbage lexicon (34% relative decrease with respect to tuned
phone loop grammar) and the stochastic language models (bigrams give 20%
relative reduction with respect to unigrams).

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have described some of the problems encountered during the
design and development phases of two telephone applications: ACI, to pay
the road tax automatically, and Unicredit, to access bank information.
We have shown that the ACI service can be significantly improved by means
of acoustic model retraining. For this service we have demonstrated the effectiveness of both a totally unsupervised acoustic training procedure and a
partly supervised one, based on an “optimal” selection of the speech material
to be transcribed manually. We have also measured the performance improvement reachable with context dependent phone models; these last ones require
much larger computation and memory resources - we measured an increase of
about one order of magnitude - with respect to context independent phone
models.
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On the Unicredit service, which is mainly a word spotting task, we have evaluated the effectiveness of different rejection networks to model the language to
discard. We have shown that a class trigram language model allows WER to
be reduced from 36.7% to 11.1% with respect to a phone loop based network.
Most of the development effort was spent for usability test, which proved to
be both time consuming and expensive. Human factors, statistical analysis,
evaluation of dialog success rates and tuning on field data strongly affect the
overall costs of services.
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